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Abstract
While Malaysia has been known as a country for retirement migration for Japanese families, the number of affluent young Japanese families migrating to Johor Bahru (JB), Malaysia for the purpose of their child’s international schooling has increased since 2012. This transnational migration phenomenon, known as Kyōiku-ijū (Education Migration), is understood as new because the existing literature has mainly introduced cases of inter-Asia mobility of Japanese families from Japan to the English-speaking “West” in order to pursue their well-being and their child’s acquisition of global cultural capital through Western education. How then can we understand this emerging intra-Asia flow of transnational migration from Japan to Malaysia? By using in-depth interview data collected from Japanese families living in JB, I pursue two tasks: 1) examine the structural mechanisms in Japan and Malaysia and some mediators that have yielded the flow of this transnational migration of Japanese families to JB; and 2) reveal how these families understand their experiences living and enrolling their child in international schools in JB and how they envision their future. I will present my tentative findings based on my ongoing fieldwork started from June 2016.
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